RELAX.
YOU’RE IN CONTROL

THE NEXT GENERATION OF
HOME SECURITY
Having three separate systems in your home for CCTV, Alarms and Power Control means three separate sets of controls and notifications and three times as much work for you - The SmartHome Security range adds a new dimension giving you added flexibility and control in a fully integrated system with singular control.

**ADD SMARTHOME SECURITY – REMOVE THE HEADACHE**

** Effortlessly Simple**

Nothing comes even remotely close to the quality, functionality and effortless simplicity of the SmartHome Security system. It has been created from the ground-up with ease of use in mind and every detail has been carefully thought out at each stage of design, testing and production.

**Eliminate Worry and Doubt**

When you’re not home, nagging little doubts can start to creep into your mind. Did I turn the coffee maker off? Did I set the security alarm? Are the kids doing their homework or watching television?

**Get Connected**

With SmartHome Security, you can quiet all of these worries with a quick glance at your Smartphone or Tablet. Connect the devices and appliances in your home so they can communicate with each other and, more importantly, with you.
WHAT IS SMART HOME SECURITY?

The next generation of home security, integrating, CCTV, Alarm and Power control together to create a system that deters and detects crime, whilst keeping you informed and in control.

A TYPICAL SMART HOME SECURITY SYSTEM

Our house indicates locations where you would expect to find system components. Of course you can locate them almost anywhere!

SYSTEM ELEMENTS

- CONTROL
- CCTV
- ALARM
- POWER

DETECT
MONITOR
ALERT
SECURE
**WHAT IS SMARThOME SECURITY?**

Individually powerful, collectively mind blowing - products for a more effective and efficient lifestyle.

The SmartHome Security system that offers a wide range of Smart features including:
- CCTV coverage of the inside or outside of your property with built in PIR motion sensors to detect movement
- Fully functional Alarm with sensors for detecting movement, heat, smoke, gases and water
- Appliance and lighting control using convenient power sockets
- Remote access to cameras and recordings from a Smartphone/Tablet
- Direct Alerts to your Smartphone/Tablet with CCTV footage of incidents

**SMARTHOME SECURITY - A SYSTEM AS BRILLIANT AND INDIVIDUAL AS YOU**

The functionality of our individual components is unrivalled, but when combined into a system that suits your needs, they are powerful beyond comparison.
Any device in your home that uses electricity can be put on your home network and at your command. Whether you give that command by remote control, tablet or smartphone, the home reacts. SmartHome Security provides control for lighting, home security, appliances, entertainment, and CCTV.

**YOUR HOME CAN BE FULLY SECURED IN MINUTES**

**TAKING COMMAND**
The SmartBox Gateway is the hub of the system allowing wireless connection of up to 24 wireless devices (868Mhz) and 4 cameras (WiFi). It allows remote control through either the App or Keyfob Controller.

**ADDING CAMERAS**
Cameras can be connected to the SmartBox Gateway and accessed in seconds - It’s really that simple! If you want to add cameras to your home network you don’t even need a SmartBox!

**DEVICE PAIRING**
Once the SmartBox Gateway is connected to your home router, devices can be paired in no time using our multi-function Smartphone app for iOS and Android devices.

**KEYFOB CONTROL**
If you prefer not to be tied to your phone 24/7 then the Keyfob Controller is for you. It allows the essential features to be accessed simply and quickly.
Actionable real-time images to assist you in making a quick and informed decision.

**BE INFORMED. TAKE THE RIGHT COURSE OF ACTION.**

**REAL LIFE SCENARIOS**

**YOU’RE AT WORK** and you receive an alert via your phone that a smoke alarm has been activated at home. You can access video to see if there is serious cause for concern or if one of your kids is having a crafty smoke indoors!

**YOU’RE ON HOLIDAY** and you receive notification that an attempt has been made to break a window. You can view live video on your phone to see if the intruder is still on the premises and give an accurate description when you call the police.

**YOU’RE AWAY ON BUSINESS** and your water detector notifies you that there’s a problem in the kitchen. You will receive a text with an image from a local camera and can turn off all electrical devices downstairs, before asking a neighbour to investigate or calling a plumber.

**SYSTEM PRE-SETS**

- **Power Switch Random On/Off** - a paired Power Switch now can be pre-set to turn itself on and off randomly. This is for creating “someone is home” effect.
- **Part Arm** - partial arming pre-selected devices (example: ground floor PIR/Cam for when you are asleep).
- **Power Switch Auto Shut Off** - a paired Power Switch can be pre-set to shut down (after initiated) from 1-30 minutes.

**IFTTT - INTELLIGENT THINKING SYSTEM**

For those not familiar, IFTTT (IF This happens Then do That) is a feature that allows you to create scenarios to automate your lifestyle, for instance “if sunset, then switch on lamp”. That may sound a bit run-of-the-mill, but it allows you to do some rather more useful stuff too! Users can create chains of simple conditional statements, called “scenarios”, which are triggered based on changes to other devices. It can be as simple or as complex as it needs to be.

**Here’s a useful example**: If the PIR in the lounge goes off then record footage from the lounge camera, alert my neighbours and me and send the recording to my smartphone.
Wireless Smart Security Starter System
SH100
• Wireless Alarm System (868Mhz) with complete remote control from Smartphone or Tablet
• Includes PIR Motion Detector, Window/Door Contact, a Keyfob for System control & Panic Alarm, SmartBox Gateway and Power Control Socket
• A completely modular system which supports up to 24 Detectors/Power Devices & 4 Cameras
• Email & Push notification of all events sent directly to your PC or Smartphone/Tablet

Wireless Smart Security Alarm System
SH120
• Wireless Alarm System (868Mhz) with complete remote control from Smartphone or Tablet
• Includes 3 PIR Motion Detectors, Window/Door Contact, a Keyfob for System control & Panic Alarm, SmartBox Gateway and Outdoor Siren
• A completely modular system which supports up to 24 Detectors/Power Devices & 4 Cameras
• Email & Push notification of all events sent directly to your PC or Smartphone/Tablet

Wireless Smart Security Alarm System & CCTV System
SH140
• Wireless Alarm & CCTV System (868MHz) with complete remote control from Smartphone or Tablet
• Includes 3 PIR Motion Detectors, Window/Door Contact, a Keyfob for System control & Panic Alarm, SmartBox Gateway, Outdoor Siren and Internal HD CCTV Camera
• HD CCTV camera features integral PIR, WiFi or wired connection, Night vision, Micro SD Card slot for recording, 2 Way Audio
• Remote live view, review events, receive alerts with attached footage, HD 720P(1280 x 720) Images

Wireless Smart Security Alarm, CCTV & Power Control System
SH160
• Wireless Alarm & CCTV System (868MHz) with complete remote control from Smartphone or Tablet
• Includes PIR Motion Detector, Window/Door Contact, a Keyfob for System control & Panic Alarm, SmartBox Gateway, Outdoor Siren, 2 Power Control Sockets and an External HD CCTV Camera
• External HD CCTV camera features night vision, Micro SD Card slot for recording, microphone and IP66 enclosure
• Remote live view, review events, receive alerts with attached footage, HD 720P(1280 x 720) Images
• Power adaptor can be turned on/off remotely or automatically on alarm

PRODUCT RANGES

DESIGN YOUR OWN SYSTEM – CHOOSE PRODUCTS FROM CONTROL, CCTV, ALARM AND POWER RANGES

CONTROL

SmartBox Gateway
SHG100
• Supports up to 24 Detectors/Power Devices & 4 Cameras
• Simple P2P (Peer to Peer) Internet connection, no programming needed
• Built in back up battery for up to 8 hours use in the event of power failure

Smart Wireless Remote Control
SHR100
• Wireless Remote Control
• Arms, disarms or part arms the system
• Panic Attack button to activate full Alarm
• Manual Camera record button to start Live recording

Smart Wireless Keypad
SHK
• Super slim Wireless Keypad with touch panel
• Arms, disarms or part arms the System via a user code
• Panic Attack button to activate full Alarm
• Entry/Exit Delay
• Low Battery Warning

Smart Security App for iOS/Android devices
• Complete control of your Smart Security System and Cameras
• Remote Arm, Disarm or Part Arm
• Receive Instant Alerts and Video Footage
• Works over WiFi or 3G/4G
• App supplied free with SmartBox Gateway and Cameras

CCTV

Smart WiFi HD Indoor Cube Camera with PIR
SHC100
• HD720P image
• True Day Night
• 10m Smart IR Night Vision
• 2.8mm Wide Angle Lens
• WiFi or Wired Connection
• 2 way audio
• PIR Detector
• Supports up to 32GB Micro SD Card

Smart WiFi HD Indoor Pan Tilt Camera
SHC200
• Remote Controlable Pan and Tilt Camera
• HD720P image
• True Day Night
• 10m Smart IR Night Vision
• 2 way audio
• 2.8mm Wide Angle Lens
• WiFi or Wired Connection
• Supports up to 32GB Micro SD Card

Smart WiFi HD Indoor/Outdoor Bullet Camera with PIR
SHC300
• IP66 External Camera
• HD720P image
• True Day Night
• 10m Smart IR Night Vision
• 3.6mm Wide Angle Lens
• WiFi or Wired Connection
• PIR Detector
• Supports up to 32GB Micro SD Card

Cameras can be used independently of the alarm system and SmartBox Gateway: just add them to your network and download our FREE App for Live Playback, Recording and 2-way Audio. The Pan Tilt features can also be accessed from the App.

MORE PRODUCTS ON THE BACK COVER >
PRODUCT RANGES

## ALARM

### Smart Wireless Door/Window Contact
**SHDM**
- Wireless Surface mount Window/Door Contact
- Open Circuit Alert
- Tamper Alert
- Low Battery warning

### Smart Wireless PIR Sensor
**SHDP**
- Movement Detection, Case Tamper Alert, Low Battery warning
- Simple Setup, Long life Batteries provided

### Pet Immune PIR Sensor
- Pets weighing up to 25Kg will not trigger the sensor
- Movement Detection, Case Tamper Alert, Low Battery warning
- Simple Setup, Long life Batteries provided

### Smoke Detector
- Detects Smoke
- Emits beeping sound when smoke detected
- Alerts Gateway even when part armed or disarmed
- Operates independently as well as with Gateway
- Detector test function
- Low Battery Warning

### CO (Carbon Monoxide) Detector
- Detects CO gas
- Emits beeping sound when gas detected
- Alerts Gateway even when part armed or disarmed
- Operates independently as well as with gateway
- Detector test function
- Low Battery Warning

### Flood and Water Detector
- Detects Water/Liquid
- Ideal for use in kitchens, bathrooms and basements
- Low Battery Warning

## POWER & SIGNAL REPEATER

### Smart Wireless Power Control Socket and Repeater
**SHP100R**
- Wireless Internal Dual Function Power Switch & Repeater Unit
- Controls Home appliances that are plugged in
- Can be programmed for Alarm, Schedule or Random activation

### Smart Wireless Indoor Siren
**SHS100**
- Internal Wireless Siren
- Strobe unit
- 110 Decibel Output
- Simple Setup
- Plug in PSU plus Back up Batteries provided
- Up to 150 metres range (Line of sight)

### Smart Wireless Indoor Micro Siren
**SHS150**
- Internal Wireless Siren
- Strobe unit
- 110 Decibel Output
- Simple Setup
- Plug in PSU plus Back up Batteries provided
- Up to 150 metres range (Line of sight)

### External IP65 Wireless Solar Siren
**SHS300**
- Strobe unit with Solar Panel
- 110 Decibel Output
- High visibility strobe light
- Simple Setup
- Solar Powered with built in battery backup
- Up to 150 metres range

### External IP65 Dummy Siren
**SHS300D**
- Dummy version of Wireless Solar Siren
- Looks identical to the SHS300
- Ideal for use on the rear of a property or where a siren/strobe would be sited

All specifications shown in this catalogue are subject to change without notice, please confirm up to date details when ordering. All networking specifications and recording times are based upon theoretical scenarios. Actual performances will vary depending on external factors. Liability will not be accepted for any errors or omissions in this information. All relevant trade marks acknowledged. © Y3K (Europe) Limited 2015.